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**SPECIFICATIONS: MODEL PSC-FTP (ARCHED)**

**MODEL:** PSC-FTP

**EXARC DESIGN**, ARCHITECTURAL SCREEN COVERS MANUFACTURED FROM ELECTROPLATED .012" DIAMETER STEEL WIRE, 80,000 TO 90,000 PSL, 2" X 4" GRID, WELDED, TRIMMED AND ROLLED TO SHAPE. FALL THROUGH PROTECTION TO MOUNT OFF GLAZING RETAINERS OF SKYLIGHTS WITH STANDARD ZINC PLATED "F" CLIPS AND TECK SCREWS AT 8" ON CENTER. SCREEN COVERS ARE TO BE INSTALLED ON SITE TO NEW SKYLIGHTS OR CAN BE RETRO FITTED TO EXISTING SKYLIGHTS. FITS MOST SKYLIGHTS TO A MAXIMUM WIDTH OF 49". SCREEN COVERS PROTECT SKYLIGHTS FROM WIND BORNE DEBRIS OR VANDALISM AND COMPLY WITH OSHA FALL THROUGH PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS.

**FASTENERS:** #12 - 418 STAINLESS STEEL OR ZINC PLATED TECK SCREWS AT MOUNTING CLIPS. ALL FASTENERS NATURAL FINISH.

**SHIPPING:** FACTORY ASSEMBLED UNITS SHIPPED SEPARATE FROM SKYLIGHTS.

**INSTALLATION:** BY OTHERS.

**SAFETY:**


UNIT SIZE TESTED 48" X 96".

CORROSION RESISTANT INSTALLATION HARDWARE SHALL BE SUPPLIED FOR FIELD INSTALLATION. SCREEN WILL BEAR "EXARC" METAL NAME TAG AS A MANUFACTURER.

**STANDARD SIZES:**

NOTE: ANY CUSTOM SIZE IS AVAILABLE UP TO 48" X 96" OUTSIDE SIZE OF SKYLIGHT GLAZING RETAINER.

**ORDERING INFORMATION:**

INDICATE THE FOLLOWING:

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS OF SKYLIGHT GLAZING RETAINER AND HEIGHT OF THE SKYLIGHT DOME OF PYRAMID GLAZING.
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MODEL PSC-SSR

PROTECTIVE SCREEN COVERS
FOR FIBERGLASS SKYLIGHTS
ON STANDING SEAM ROOFS

2"X4" WELDED MESH, .192 DIAM. ELECTROPLATED
STEEL WIRE FACTORY FORMED TO A SEMICIRCULAR
VAULT SHAPE
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